
Summer Dying, My Last Goodbye
Open wide and open-armed
Bracing for the fall
Moment passed and nothing's left
The further I descend
You can't see 'cause I can't see you
Fall too fast to the earth (destiny)
The cycle repeats within a heartbeat
Nothing's changed since the day of my birth (fallacy)
Eyes meant for mine, trapped inside time
Losing control...falling...

I run away, open up your arms
I fall away, open up your heart

Eye to eye, I cannot lie...this feeling inside me is real
Pull me further or pull me out and pour the life back in me
You can't see 'cause I can't feel
I feel you fall away from me (fallacy)
(Never more) the cycle repeats within a heartbeat
My life as faltered straight to the floor

I run away, open up your scars
I fall away, open up your arms

I pray for rain, for life remains the same
I feel the strain, for life never changes, never changes

Turned to stone, feeling lifeless
Turned to grey, endless day
Turned to stone, feeling lifeless
Turned to grey, endless day
The sky is crying for me; the sky has wept for me
I pray for rain, for life remains the same
I feel the strain, for life never changes, never changes

I won't place my trust in you

Don't stop, stop and smell the roses
Don't stop, stop to enjoy the day
'Cause I'm slipping away for everyday
It shocks the mind, feeling so blind
One life so fragile in every way
It turns to sand, meeting their demands
Can't be everything you want me to be
The more I think, the more I see, the more I feel
This is for real - I'm going insane
The more I think the more I see, the more I feel
This is for real - I'm going insane
This could be my last goodbye
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